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The second collection of poems and essays

Thank You
“There is nothing to writing. All you do is sit
down at a typewriter and bleed”
Ernest Hemmingway

I believe that my gift in this world is to be a storyteller and to unite
people by not only sharing my stories, but sharing those stories
belonging to others. As a lover of stories, this means that I talk a lot,
and I write a lot.
I have been writing poetry since as long as I can remember. That
love of poetry has turned into the RDG Soul Speak events in the city of
Reading, Pennsylvania and the LOVE[LESS] collection. When I started
the collection last year, it was born the way most of my projects are: I
wanted to fill a need. I knew so many talented writers and wanted to
create a space for us to showcase our work. For the first LOVE[LESS]
collection, I had two amazing writers contribute. For this second
collection, I have sixteen.
I want to thank all the lovers of writing who submitted their
beautiful words to me. Our words are so powerful and when we share
them with others, that power only intensifies. The stories that are being
shared in this collection belong to the writers, but I’m certain that your
story is somewhere here too.
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Astrology
Bri Tyson

I view
You
With stars in our eyes
Counting constellations
With some patience feeling ancient
There’s a future in the bright lights
I see you in
Heavenly bodies
I can’t help but gravitate to,
You
This must be love

Beam Of Light
Alyssa Morales
How could someone provide so much more life to the life that was
already given to me?Learning to stand on my own and love myself
enough to be loved, I held on.
YOU feed my soul. My soul which was like someone stranded in a desert.
Determination to continue fighting, but fatigued, thirsting for more life
itself, I carried on. Eyes wanting to close and give up, but doesn't give in
as night falls; left in survival mode. Negativity creeps in close like the
wonders of the wild. Exhaustion takes over for a brief moment and I find
my eyes opening at sunrise. I made it to another day.
Life is a constant battle of survival, but there's a glistening light in the
distance calling me in. I reach out, but the journey of self love is the
ticket to getting there. A little whisper in my ear telling me to keep
going, the reward will be everything I've prayed for. Continue to work on
myself and it will come in time. Just believe. Just be patient.
Stumbling my way through and being unaware of my fate, I met YOU.
That glistening beam of light is YOU. YOUR smile, YOUR joy, YOUR
patience, YOUR laughter,YOUR entire existence. YOU. YOU give me life.
The journey to reach YOU made me stronger, confident, and determined
to be my best self. I am the woman for YOU because I walked the path to
get to YOU. Through the trials and tribulations, I made it to YOU. YOU
give me more life.
How could someone provide so much more life to the life that was
already given to me? Together we’ll shine bright. Brighter than the sun
itself, no darkness will overpower the love we share. For I found myself
while searching for YOU. YOU are my beam of light. Now we’ll continue
on this journey together, hand in hand, side by side. The path is clear.
I LOVE YOU.

Brown Skin
Aiyanna Parker
“Brown skin up against my brown skin. I can't tell where yours begin and I can't tell
where mine ends. Brown skin”- India Arie
Baby your brown skin, full lips, wide nose, and almond shaped eyes
makes me wanna try that love shit again. Yeah, I said it.
But wait, that ain't it, it's also your smile, those white teeth looking the
white picket fence surrounding my life with you. It's your physique and
body language, baby I could read you all day.
Oh, and it ain't just the physical, baby, it's your personality, your Aura,
the fact that I can tell your Chakras are aligned and every now and then
I catch heavens gates in your eyes. Baby, it's how gentle and
understanding you are with me, it's how watching you understand me
gives me a better understanding of myself, you following?
It's your patience with life, the fact that you're a nurturer and a foot in
my ass when I need it.
It's the fact that you're a KING and when I forget, which can be often
baby remind me that I'm a QUEEN.
Now, you ain't perfect nor do you pretend to be. I've seen your flaws just
like you've seen mine. And I accept you just like you accept me.
Baby, you hold my hand, you give the best hugs, you look me deep in the
eyes and when you talk to me it's so sweet like honey is dripping from
them lips.
I used to think giving your all to a person meant that one day eventually
you'll end up with nothing left. But baby you're my everything and if you

were brave enough to give me your all you're damn right I'm going to do
the same.
I lose myself in you.
And I find myself in you.
You are my sanctuary, Brown Skin.

Coconut Delight
Bri Tyson

Coconut Delight
& Red Velvet Kisses
Dismisses..
The pain caused by love too sweet
And still I eat
With the bitter knowledge
of not fulfilling myself
But instead pouring into
A cup I can
Never drink from
And that takes the cake

The Color Yellow
R.W.

You know what you do to me.
Electric feels, all through my body.
Lacking restraint, too much to take.
Learned that I have made the mistake. .
Of loving someone who cannot give the love I gave.
Will this change or am I taking this one to the
grave?

Damsel Be Damned
Britnee Ganster

I want for nothing. I strive. I grind. I take. "No" is not an option. Molded
from the Mother who bore me who ALSO took no shit. And proved
everyone wrong when the world said she couldn't, who picked up the
pieces of my shattered world when fate was not mine to decide, who
helped me burn the bridges to light my way and remind me who the fuck
I am--damsel be damned.

Heartbreak Happens In Threes
Uchechi Chinyere

I: Feeling
You kiss me
And my soul lifts
So far into the space
Between wonder
And joy
That I beg for forgiveness unneeded
And your lips to grant me
Salvation
By never releasing Me
And each inhale of you
Will not let my soul
Return to the ground
And the flesh screams for
My soul to Return
While cushions exist
But I exhale and follow you
I am gone
Who will weather this storm
when my soul
Comes crashing down
When fear fills you
And you fail me
And let go
And leave me
Unprotected
As I fall
Broken.

II: Breaking
There is an ache upon
My chest
It is the cavity for a mauled heart
Flesh torn by unforgiving claws
What is left shredded and unrecognizable
Ginger attempts to bring back together
Such fragile parts
Futile prayers for skin and nerve endings to
Recognize each other
Instead causes anguish
Underparts already keloided
Swollen
No space for stitches
Give in and eave my heart
Close the chamber
Begging pieces to heal
Individually
Become a galaxy
Of flattened scars
Do you heal
Does your heart
ever allow you to put back together
Such battered parts
Left side aches eternally
Because this beaten muscle won’t
Heal.

III: Healing
This fragmented heart
The remnants beat
Faster and harder
As if to break skin
Escape its tortured
Chamber
Cavity exhausted with pain
But I lay my hand on top
And beg stillness for a
Moment
The arrival of time
To stitch back together again
With tears intended to drown
But now threads of healing
Stay heart
The chamber has regained
Divine peace in its
Human pain
Rejoice in the space
Between wonder and joy
This is the scar
New tissue
This is survival.

Her Mind Is*
Lindsey Heckman

Her mind is darker than the clouds that hang in the sky
And her tears fall harder than tropical storm rain
The wind is her vicious out of control thoughts
And the lightening is the heart wrenching pain
She got to enjoy a week of sunshine
But the storm rolled back through
When she looks at herself she's in pieces
It's unbelievable, the destruction one storm can do
It's unclear to others why she doesn't outrun it
She's a storm chaser, she always goes back in
But she's done everything in her power
The storm always gets the best of her, she never seems to win
She wants to calm the storm
And clear up the skies
She just wants to stop the rain
That pours from her eyes

Most of all she wants to be back in the sun
Because for once she felt together
But of course it didn't last
Love is just as unpredictable as the weather. . .

How Many Hearts*
Lindsey Heckman

How many hearts does it take to break
Until you become happy with who you are?
How many more women will you fool into bed you have no intentions to
love
Until you realized you've taken things too far?
Are you satisfied with the hurt you're infecting
With your penetrating lies
With each unsuspecting victim
Their innocence and ignorance, your prize
You thrive on the pain you cause but never see
Because you steal hearts and leave
Unbeknownst to these broken hearted woman
You yourself have issues, all alone, you grieve
Breaking others diverts your troubles
That you attempt to sweep under the rug
You try to drown yourself under alcoholic waves

You'll pop every pain killing drug
You fall into a temporary daze
You feel nothing, your ecstasy
This is when your destructive behavior is unleashed
Texting the next victim "I wish you were next to me"
The vicious cycle will continue
Until you realize what's at stake
You'll never find your own happiness
Within the hearts you continue to break. . .

I Fell In Love With the Words*
Jade Paris
I fell in love with the words.
I fell in love with your smile and the way you said my name. I fell in
love with your confidence and dimples and the way my head fit
perfectly on your chest. But I didn’t fall in love with myself. You see, I
grew insecure and timid. I became needy of your approval. Who was
I if I was not with you?
I fell in love with the words.
I fell in love with the sorries.
I fell in love with the I love yous.
I fell in love with the idea of love before I really knew.
You see, I was young and in love but I never knew my worth because
I fell in love with the words.
Breakup after breakup left me tattered and confused. Who was this
girl I saw in the mirror if she wasn’t the one for you?
I fell in love with the words.
After the abortion to protect your image.
After the miscarriages that I hid.
I fell in love with the words.
You see, we were merely only kids.
But I fell in love with the thought of forever and the way I thought
you cared. I gave my body, my temple, to a boy who wasn’t ever
there.
I fell in love with the words

But the words began to fade
It was a bright light that entered my life to a dark
presence that exited my soul
I feel never forget
I fell in love with the words

Last Kiss
Bri Tyson

Last Kiss, Last Call
From your lips I’ve heard it all
Lies that sound like truths
And promises that were held loose
I will never know what a prayer
From your mouth taste like
Because you would rather bite your tongue
Than love me

Love
Jari Jones

Does it seem odd that I am unable to write about love? Could it be the fact
that maybe I have never been in love before? Certainly, I have, right? I know
that I have experienced it at one point in my life.
Was it when I was a young teen and I shared my first kiss with my crush? Was
it when I felt that tickle in my stomach when that special person held my
hand? Fingers interlocked, thumbs rubbing each other. Or could it have
been when someone wiped away my tears and replaced it with a smile of
reassurance? Or when I finally was able to feel comfortable being me in
front of my family and close friends?
Maybe it was the time that I knew I met my soulmate and I laid my head on
his chest. Both heartbeats and breathing matching. I thought it was when
he laughed at my corny jokes. Was it when I said, “I do” or when he kissed
my forehead after we made love? I can’t forget the time, I know I felt love at
the final push when I bore my children.
I know love is only a 4 letter word, it should not be complicated, right?
Maybe in those simple, raw moments, love was felt and experienced so
strong that no amount of words can describe it. Love is found once you
become vulnerable and relaxed, but it is also a way that you are unable to
accurately describe what is felt. But once love is felt for sure, you would
never forget that feeling.

Love Yourself
Lisa De La Cruz

I wish they taught you
how to love yourself
In every way
Mind
Body
and Soul.
I wish they taught you
that your worth isn’t determined
by somebody else’s ability to see it.
I wish they taught you
how to measure the love
you give
as opposed to the love you
receive.
I wish they taught you
how to count
your blessings
and not your misfortunes.
I wish they taught you
that hearts break
but they will mend again
and that time doesn’t heal all
wounds

but that doesn’t make you weak,
you learn to live with the pain
because without it, there is no gain.
I wish they taught you that there is
no shame in failure
because without it,
we wouldn’t recognize our wins.
And I wish they taught you that no matter
how hard you try
sometimes it doesn’t work
and that doesn’t make you
unworthy of love.
I wish they taught you that
in order to love someone else
you must love yourself
because you cannot pour from an
empty cup.
I wish they taught you
that everything comes to an
end and that’s okay.
I wish they taught you
that you’re not perfect
but you’re not meant to be either.
I wish they taught you
to be kinder to yourself
to embrace yourself
to love yourself.
I wish they taught you

that there is nothing wrong
with feeling
there is nothing wrong with being
happy or sad or emotional
there is nothing wrong with loving.
The world is often so cold
and we make it colder
by pretending not to feel.
But there is nothing wrong with
feelings things
truly, madly, and deeply.
I wish they taught you
to love yourself,
you, more than anything,
are worthy of your own love.

Men
David Nazario

We lay here
Him in locs, a muscle shirt and nothing else
His small brown ass bare underneath ocean blue sheets
He sleeps and I read
And we’re friends and nothing more
And we’re black and we’re boys and it’s Love
Men

Michigan Gingerbread Lake House
Glyph
The pages have turned yellow in their age,
Water has warped their lines and pulle d a t t h e i r i n k.
Starchy and rigid, the past that we have written
Hangs
to dry but it seems the verses have vanished,
The lines have (e)v(a)p(o)r(a)t(e)d with your scent
from his sheets.
Our books have shed their
filling
Chapters lay scattered
dancing
in the blowing wind
The spines have broken into splinters;
Sharp little secrets, cutting our lips
Whispered in dark rooms as if
They were less true in shadows
But that’s never the case.
Our library is only is filled with fiction ::::::
Myths of something that may have never been.
The catalogue of gentleness has been
Thrown out along with the jagged dry pits of peaches

and the rind-of-pomegranates
*Stripped of their jeweled fruit
A weak ceiling looms over
our heads,
Waiting to tear, like your eyes
searching for their place
in the hushed lighting of empty rooms.
The dog-eared pages mark where we forgot
apologies and the creases/ just/ won’t/ come /out.
Quotes lost to time, torn and forgotten into
E.l.l.i.p.s.e.s. trailing to a present
Neither of us.wants to know.
.
I try not to thin.k or believe that either
Of us will open .the covers of our books.
I want to forget t.heir titles and the scenes
their authors drea.mt on summer afternoons, tainted by their
vile words

.

ofdust
Glyph

What am I supposed to do with you?
What do you suggest I do
with all of these
dissident dreams,
And all of your easy days?
Where did you slip through the strange cracks of my hands?
I have traced my footsteps only to find
Hints, allusions to what I thought
I once owned as my own.
What alchemy is this,
That has bound such things as
Flesh and flesh,
Mind and mind,
An essence to another?
Goddamn it,
What is it you will have me do with you?
If I had a photograph to tear
If I had a gift I could part with
If I had something more than a heart of dust…

Mydust will speak of you,
Like wind in a clarinet
Mydust will curse and cut and crash into
The eyes of anyone who looks for me.
Mydust will cover the tracks you laid
It will grit and grind between your teeth in every meal,
cut curious tongues and boil by spit.
Goddamn it.
What callouses do you wear?
What excuse can we use again,
drudge up from your emptiness,
dress up and parade around as new?
Like all of the whores, covered in lipstick and
Putrid malaise. Goddamnit, the smell of it is
enough to gag the dead.
What is left?
To say, feel and do?
What transformation waits at the end of this oddly shaped cocoon?
a winged shame. an insidious insect. picking its spiny claws clean of
mydust, chasinganotherscent,something
richandsweet,icanonlypressume

One Night Only
R.W.

I don’t usually do things like this . .
Maybe that’s something I should’ve kept in my
head
I guess he usually does things like this . .
Too many clothes, like snakes he shed
I know it’s not like me to do things like this . .
But still I’m somehow in his bed . .

“Optical Cliche”
Britnee Ganster

Any girl has the poem
”His eyes are the sky"
scribbled on a crumpled receipt at the bottom of her purse. Or
“I drown in the ocean of his eyes”
Calligraphed on a paint sample stolen from the Home Depot
As any girl, my head leaked such sentiments
Except where others waded in mucky waters--and soared through
polluted skies--his eyes were the concentrated breath of God speckled
with debris from the City of Oz.

Our Story
Joshua Surita

Our story was not love at first sight
No, our love began with a single seed of friendship
A discriminative stimulus for an intricate array of grassroots movement
Upward
Covered
Never to awaken until it pleased
The King who we submitted under
Blunders were inevitable
Since the fall
Our syllabi contained consistent courses of temptation
A sovereign assortment of tests
And yet, we chose never to neglect
Office hours with the One we professed
Our daily pleas and thank yous
Were the dessert that accompanied the continuous helping of daily
bread upon which we fed
And thus, when it came time to wed you
I knew it was God’s will
Since our relationship was was the needle that true
Sanctification would thread through
You
Are a treasure
A rare gem that I will never deserve

So please forgive me for the times I try and barter your presence with
fool’s gold
Falling short of lines commanded in my true-tone
I’ve sinned against you more times than I can count
And the only thing you constantly recount
Is the Savior of my soul, my Rock and my Fount
You know
It’s so easy for people to think
That persistently perfumed pictures on social media can ever cover the
stink of my disobedience
Oh no
You know discern the scent of my shortcomings
And yet, you shower my person with grace and love
Compassion, never asking for a break
And so if I break down in tears of joy
It’s only to express gratitude for this gift of marriage that’s great
Until death do us part
I can wait
I can date
You
Until your soul retires
And you rest in paradise with your sole Messiah
Our story
Was not love at first sight
No
Our story was love
But first
Light

Secret Admirer
Aries Franklin
We were friends but I felt something deeper. A connection that traveled
across a different wavelength, a different frequency; and even I didn’t
understand it. What I did understand was that just simply being around you;
drove me crazy. Your very essence was heavenly and if God had a scent, it
would be yours. I knew as soon as you walked into the room because your
very appearance made the sun shine brighter. I loved you, I mean… I love
you and you have no idea.
I hated when you called me to talk about the problems you were having with
your lover. I knew I could treat you better. I knew everything you were going
through was simply in vain, because I was the one for you. I was the one
who knew everything about you. I knew your favorite color, your favorite
food, your favorite shirt. I remember the time we went on a “friend date”
when you put your arms around me to stay warm. I wrapped my arms
around you, pulling you as close as I could. My heart was racing, and I
prayed you didn’t notice. We held each other as we waited for our taxi and
laughed the entire ride home. It was the best laughs I had ever had and I
often wondered, if you’ve ever laughed that hard with anybody else.
It’s sad because I watched you always pick toxic people, that are dangerous
for you. It’s like the caring person inside you just wanted to save the world,
by trying to save them. I knew they couldn’t be saved, I’d tell you a million
times over. They. Cannot. Be. Saved. I wish you knew- I wasn’t trying to be
mean, I wasn’t trying to be an asshole. They just wanted to use you, and
destroy you, little by little until there’s nothing left. I wouldn’t let that
happen, I couldn’t let that happen. I hated watching it happen, but I knew

you trusted me to rebuild you brick by brick after they took the time to tear
you down. I would help you stand again when they pushed you to the
ground. Walk again, when they did everything in their power to hold you
down and eventually see you run back into the world. Hopefully, then you’d
realize that it’s me you should be with, and if not, I’d just continue to help
rebuild you over and over until “us” made sense.
I mean, “what are friends for?”
You probably love me more then I thought, and you probably thought you’d
be interfering with my love-life by telling me you were in love with me too.
You’d seen the people I dated. I showed them the world, I protected them,
I expressed my love through poetry and old fashion love letters. I kissed
them, hugged them, and held them like they would be mine forever. I
literally give them everything -just so you could see how much of a greater
lover I was, how maybe you would fit perfectly in their position and come
running to me. I wanted you to see what you deserved, what it should be
like in a loving relationship. The words they read, the words I wrote – they
were for you, they’ve always been for you. I couldn’t even write if you
weren’t on my mind.
Everyone I date is threatened by you. They say it’s the way I look at you
when you’re around. They say it’s because we are so close, too close. I have
to lie and play it off. You just laugh when you hear about it. The fact is,
they’re right. I’d drop them where they stood for you.
You say “I’m perfect” and “why can’t you meet someone like me?”
I smile but wonder “why it can’t be me?”

I hated being your friend, but I loved it too. I shared an intimacy that
nobody else could have, however, the reality is -is I want to be intimate with
you. I want to give you the world. I want to write you poems and kiss you. I
want to take what you already have built and add onto it, taking you past the
clouds, past the stars, and into the heavens. I want it to be us against the
world.
Maybe one day….
But for now, I’ll just admire you from afar…
I’ll just be your friend.

Stardust and Sunbeam
Jay
This bond of ours….
It was created in the cosmos way before either of us were born into the
physical world.
We tend to and nurture it daily,
Watching it grow stronger with each passing season,
just like the trees.
I feel safe in your arms.
But not like a lover, more like a brother….
You feel like home.
You are my clearest mirror…
Within you I see undeniably the light that is also in me.
Give and take, we learn about ourselves through each other…
Life lessons reflected back to me through kind brown eyes.
Forgiving and compassionate…
Keeper of my secrets and life story.
Helper. A warrior for all that is good and just in this world.

As if your presence isn’t enough you offer up your masculine energy in
my home,
Providing guidance and counsel for myself and my seed.
I trust you with my most precious gift…
If he turned out like you I would be beyond proud.
Your energy calms me….
It reveals to me the divinity found in rest which….
Let’s be honest, is not my strong suit.
A bond strong enough to last a thousand lifetimes…
Challenges arise but our friendship and love perseveres.
Love that is pure…
Untainted by fleshy desires of what’s between our legs.
Instead we find pleasure in the simplicity of each other’s company.
Free to be open and vulnerable…
Honest about all things without worry of repercussions of love lost.
For you, I am eternally grateful…
On your born day and every day,
I send praise and worship to the Divine Mother for your presence in my
life.

You are loved and appreciated and respected…
Not only by me but by the countless souls you inspire.
Keep shining beautiful Sunbeam…
Your light is one of a kind.

Tsunami*
Laury Speller

you're a tsunami,
the grim reaper
of waves
you crash into
everything
expecting praise.
and you wonder,
whose going to
love you
when all you have left
is a trail of the dead.

We Were Made*
Laury Speller

We were made to crash,
but not gently.
We were made to collide
like the asteroids
that shaped the moon.
Right now you’re on
a collision course
with your other half.
Some collide with
the perfect amount of
force and stay together
until their existence
meets its end.
While others crash so hard,
they bounce off of each other
and never meet again.
It will always happen,
we will continuously crash
until our souls find
their missing half.

Who Am I
Chaniera Stewart
Who am I when I compare my life to others;
who am I when a white lies turn into a stories;
who am I when one day becomes just another day;
who am I when a smile becomes just an expression And God whispers
I still love you.
Who am I when frustration turns into anger;
who am I when isolation turns into focus;
who am I when trying turns into an addiction;
who am I when one last time turns into a habit God whispers
I still love you.
who am I when missing Meals turns into starving;
who am I when trying to lose weight turns into begging;
who am I when the words “I love you” turns into broken bones and
bloody noses;
who am I when sex turns into an activity;
who am I When unprotected relations turns into abortions;
who am I when stealing turns into a criminal.
Who am I when money turns into sleepless nights God whispers
I still love you.
No matter where you been at in life or what you have done Gods love
never changes.

When you feel the pain and need it released God will count your tears
place them in a bottle and cast them in the ocean of peace .
When you feel shaken he will provide a firm foundation for you to walk
on.
When you feel you can’t walk forward his angels prepares the path to
your destiny.
Though the world would be full of its wealth and charms .. there’s
nothing quite like being in my fathers arms.
The everlasting love he has for you won’t compare to mankind when you
dive deep into his glory.
As I lay in my bed for the end of the night I say to myself who Am I &
God whispers
you are who I created you to be.
Stop questioning yourself and step into your victory.

Wondering*
Laury Speller

wondering if

you are

over
me

and

under someone
new

You Make Me (For Keone)
David Nazario

You make me want to put all of my jewelry on and shine
The gold ring with my dad’s initial on it
Yeah, that one
Plus more
You make me want to eat strawberries while yearning for your touch
You make me want to create and write and live and love in a way that
only you can
You’re like Illmatic on vinyl
You
You
You
You make me want to reach climax and stop abruptly so that it won’t
end
Ever
You make me want to move and flow and go where no man has
You make me want to scribble furiously
And cry and paint and bury my feet in the earth
You make me want to give birth
To new life
To new love
To us
You
Make me
Want To

